MOBILE ARCHIVER
Capture and Retain SMS, MMS, Voice calls
Record WhatsApp & WeChat chats & calls
Archive BYOD and Enterprise Phones
Search and Store in Company Archive

Be compliant with:
FINRA, SEC, MiFID II, Public Record Laws...
Choose Any Combination of Mobile Archiving Methods for BYOD and Enterprise Phones
Messages and calls are captured directly from the mobile carrier network

Network
Archiver

The copy of the message is sent to the TeleMessage server for routing to company archive
Can work for legacy phones. Enterprise only, not for BYOD
No App necessary. Call recording capability is dependant on carrier's network.
A lightweight agent is installed on the employee’s Android device

Android
Archiver

A copy of all mobile SMS / MMS and call recordings is captured on the mobile phone
The copy of the message is sent to the TeleMessage server for routing to company archive
Works in the background without any user intervention
Employee installs the TeleMessage app on their mobile phone

Enterprise
Number
Archiver

A secondary enterprise number is provided to the employee and associated with the mobile app
Messages and calls sent/received using the enterprise number arrive at the app and are recorded
App users can exchange goup and secure messages with other co-workers
Archive WhatsApp calls, text, chats, images, files and deleted messages

WhatsApp
Archiver

Capture communication from phone or cloud using WhatsApp Phone Archiver or WhatsApp Cloud Archiver
Native WhatsApp features and functionality, works from Mobile, Web and Desktop
Works for iOS and Android, Corporate and BYOD devices. Business/private chat separation
Archive WeChat calls, text, chats, images, files and deleted recall messages

WeChat
Archiver

WeChat communication is uploaded from the phone for archiving
Works from WeChat Work mobile app, as well as WeChat web interface
Works for iOS and Android. Corporate and BYOD devices. Business/private chat separation

Choose any combination of mobile archiving products
Store employee messages with any archiving vendor

Benefits of the TeleMessage Mobile Archiver:
Engage clients on mobile. Deepen client relationships and grow revenues
Multiple mobile archiving methods: SMS, MMS, Voice calls, WhatsApp & WeChat
Store mobile communication and metadata in the Cloud or On-prem
Integrated with leading archiving and communication surveillance platforms
Several archiving destinations allows delivery to monitoring & long term storage
Full administration, reporting, audit and retrieval capabilities
Companies retain complete ownership of their data & mobile communication

Search by email, phone #, content, device
or message type
View a selected message
Seamless deposit
to any Cloud or
On-premises
archiving vendor
Search & view
email and mobile
messages in the
same storage

View search results
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